In March 2003, OCLC released the *Five-Year Information Format Trends* report, a snapshot of trends in format purchase and usage. In January 2004, we published the *OCLC Environmental Scan*, a high-level view of the information landscape, designed to inform and stimulate discussion about future strategic directions. The trends identified and analyzed in the *Scan* made it clear that the focus on formats the library community has traditionally used as measures of collection fit and strength overlooks interesting new patterns in content distribution and use.

In the 18 months since we wrote the previous *Format* report, the rapid “unbundling” of content from traditional containers such as books, journals and CDs has had a significant impact on the self-search/find/obtain process. Digital content is often syndicated instead of being prepackaged and distributed, and access is provided on an as-needed basis to the information consumer by providers outside the library space.

This follow-up report to the 2003 version updates our predictions of format trends for material collected by libraries. But first, we look at the growing phenomenon of content being created, published and shared outside of the traditional structure of the library.
More than ever, content consumers are “format agnostic” in that they do not care much what sort of container—such as a book, journal, blog or a Web page—the content comes from. Commercial content deployers are increasingly catering to these more experimental information consumers, providing content in a variety of formats, often with different cost structures related as much to its consumption as to the content itself.

For example, part of an interview with an author may be available in HTML and PDF format on a magazine’s Web site, but the full interview—“premium content”—may require registration and/or payment. Amazon’s “search inside the book” is another example of this tiered access structure. We may read a couple of pages of the content—to make sure we like it and that it’s relevant—but in order to read the entire item, the content must be purchased. And all of this happens not by navigating the containers of content in a physical space but by riding the surfboard of telecommunications over the sea of the Web to find the perfect content wave. Helping in the discovery process are increasingly sophisticated search engines and data mining tools.

More and more, the “format” is a communication device that moves from creator to consumer in channels completely outside of the traditional ones such as the library. Content is no longer format-dependent and users are not dependent on traditional distribution channels for access to content. This is true both in the realms of scholarly communication and popular materials. For libraries and content sellers, this means the processes of acquisition, organization and delivery of content need to change to accommodate the expectations of our communities.

A sudden shift

When we released the *Information Format Trends* report in 2003 many of these new content consumption trends were not yet clear. Traditional publishing, both scholarly and popular, showed signs of slowing, but e-books weren’t being adopted as fast as predicted in 2000, and the rate of Web growth, although immense, was slowing.

In 2004, the changes these movements foreshadowed are becoming clearer. Traditional print publishing is indeed slowing. E-books have entered the adoption phase. And good quality content is leaking out of its containers and making its way to the open Web, facilitated by self-publishing tools and communication devices and technologies.

For example, medical faculty at a large east coast university are self-publishing their research articles on personal Web sites and blogs so that Google will expose their intellectual property in the marketplace of ideas, in addition to publishing in more traditional print and digital journals. Stories such as this one are becoming more common. There’s a transformation underway in the world of content and its deployment.

56 million American adults are “wireless ready.”

28 percent of Americans within the past month have used a laptop that can connect wirelessly to the Internet or a cell phone that lets them send and read e-mail.

*Pew Internet Project Data Memo*, May 12, 2004
Libraries have always faced a shifting world of materials, new models alongside old, the increasingly complex matrix of commodity and open-source publications—published, self-published and unpublished, paper and digital. Now they must also manage content that is unbound from any sort of identifiable container.

The major trends in the content space are not just technological. The major trends—and challenges—are social and are profoundly changing how content is created, collected, used, shared and preserved. As with other trends in the “infosphere,” many of the most disruptive changes are taking place outside of the arena of traditional information management. They are being driven by the manufacture of phones and entertainment devices as well as by consumers of content whose interests and tastes are supported by the technology.

To meet these challenges, contextual guides must be built into the “search, find and obtain” event and librarians will need to pay attention to how content is created, found and used by the increasingly self-sufficient, but also increasingly demanding and discerning information consumer/producer. The advent and huge adoption rates of smartphones, for example, is an indicator of a new era in ambient connectivity, where people can increasingly interact with other people, and information, and content providers from wherever they are, whenever they want.

McLuhan saw it coming

In his book *Understanding Media*, published in 1964, Marshall McLuhan declared, “The medium is the message.” The meaning of the phrase has been debated ever since. According to Mark Federman of the McLuhan Program in Culture and Technology at the University of Toronto, the “message” of any medium or technology is the change of scale or pace or pattern that it introduces into human affairs. This tells us that changes in how content is made available, accessed and consumed indicate a new message, an effect of the new medium of ever-present Internet access.

Federman goes on to say, “With this early warning, we can set out to characterize and identify the new medium before it becomes obvious to everyone—a process that often takes years or even decades. And if we discover that the new medium brings along effects that might be detrimental to our society or culture, we have the opportunity to influence the development and evolution of the new innovation before the effects becomes pervasive.”

“It’s the experience of the content, not its mass-manufactured container, that I value most.”

John Blossom, Shore Communications, a research and advisory service for the content business

—

To be young is to be cognitively welded to a mobile. “You always want it near you,” somebody says. “You take the phone out of your purse and leave your purse behind. You take your phone even when you don’t take your purse or your keys. It’s like a little person.”

*Washington Post*, July 31, 2002, Page C01
Content explosions

In 2002, the research group IDC estimated that 31 billion e-mails traveled the Internet daily. By 2006, IDC predicts 60 billion e-mails will be sent each day. Current estimates put e-mail spam as high as 40 or 50 percent of that traffic but if we exclude possible spam, that still leaves about 22 billion e-mail messages delivered to e-mail accounts that have content meaningful to the recipients.
Gartner, a U.S.-based provider of research and analysis on the global IT business, has estimated that as much as 75 percent of U.S. enterprise e-mail is “payload”—that is, the message is part of a high level knowledge exchange, often carrying attachments or URLs to content. This could suggest the number of e-mails carrying content might be around 16 billion per day. In contrast, content moving through the more traditional distribution channel of ILL accounts for far less activity. In 2000, the U.S. Dept of Education reported that U.S. ILL traffic for both books and journal articles loaned in public and academic libraries, per day, was about 51,000 items.

Libraries do send content by e-mail in the form of attached articles; however, e-mail is not tracked like ILL transactions in libraries, and so statistics related to this content distribution channel do not exist. Libraries miss an opportunity to report on significant content traffic that may be flowing to and from the library in new containers.

By 2007, mobile phone service adoption is predicted to be 82 percent in the U.S., 92 percent in the U.K., 82 percent in Australia and 75 percent in New Zealand. Smartphones can be used as media players, text readers, digital wallets, remote controls and PDA organizers. An estimated 57 million camera phones were sold worldwide in 2003. Worldwide camera phone sales for 2004 are predicted to be a quarter of all mobile phone sales.

Worldwide, almost 2 billion SMS (Short Message Service) text messages are sent daily using mobile devices. Young people for whom the Internet is more than a source of direct entertainment send many of those messages; they also make heavy use of the Web to find local information such as club listings, movies and local restaurants, and to keep in touch with friends.

The huge significance of this convergence of technologies is that people are not tied to a computer for the delivery of content and a major social change is underway as that content is inextricably woven into the context of people’s lives. Another significant consequence is that mobile communication devices are much more affordable than computers in developing countries and so will bring in new content consumers far more rapidly than in the past.

Joi Ito, a venture capitalist and well-known blogger, wrote in an essay: “Users are shifting their attention away from packaged content to social information about location, presence and community...Mobile communication tools are shifting away from a 1-to-1 model, allowing for increased many-to-many interactions...communication carriers, hardware manufacturers and content providers must understand and build models that focus less on the content and more on the relationships.”

“Smaller pieces, smaller payments

The technologies of communication that move content around the Internet increase users’ expectations for “delivery at the item, document or even fact level, just in time, in the desired format for the need at hand.” Content companies react by reducing content to smaller and smaller consumable units. Cost is often “downsized” as well. Micropayment for microcontent is increasingly common.
Reading “an encyclopedia in a public library, selling a geometry textbook to a friend, copying a song...will be rerouted through a **system of micropayments** in return for which the rights to ever smaller pieces of our culture are doled out. ‘Sooner or later,’ predicts Miriam Nisbet, the legislative counsel for the American Library Association, ‘you'll get to the point where you say, “Well, I guess that 25 cents isn't too much to pay for this sentence,” and then there's no...going back.””

Just a few years ago, no one would have thought of cell phone ring tones or cell phone “wallpaper” or single tracks of music as **big business**. But they’re now part of a $3.2 billion microcontent industry, with innovative transactional purchase and subscription models according to Outsell, the content research and analysis company. According to Gartner, in Western Europe during 2003, ring tones, logos and screen savers (RTLS) downloaded to wireless devices generated 570 million euros. Other mobile applications such as games accounted for 330 million euros. Music providers, from the Smithsonian to Sony to Wal-Mart, are making single titles available for 99 cents or less. Many of the downloaded songs end up on Apple iPods that are being used for more than music. “It's the limousine of the spoken word,” says Audible CEO Don Katz in a July 18, 2004 PR News wire report.

Pieces of microcontent do not currently figure large in the collections of libraries but such clear interest from consumers suggests there is an appetite for microcontent from a variety of content sources, and a willingness to pay for the convenience of having it delivered to personal devices—iPods, laptops, PDAs and phones. In a sense, the many “ask-a” services, including Google Answers, are delivering microcontent in the form of **answers to questions** for payment. Libraries need to find ways to deliver quality content to mobile devices.

**New voices all around**

One intriguing aspect of consumer interest in smaller pieces of content is described by Outsell in a February 2004 report, *Power to the People—The Rise of Social Publishing*, as “a growing atomization of content interests and the resulting publications that serve them” that is “a function of several colliding forces: an increasing demand for ways for individuals to create and distribute content, the increasing acceptance of information from ‘nonauthoritative’ sources and the resulting **commoditization of content** and the growing array of technology that underpins the personal and social publishing phenomenon.”

**Social publishing** is essentially open content unfettered by licenses or firewalls or passwords, widely disseminated and available. It needs no other distribution channel other than the Internet. The individual is at the center of social publishing, not institutions.

As forms of social publishing, **wikis** and **blogs** are indicators of further change in the information landscape that could lead to a new **publishing paradigm**. Together with mechanisms to syndicate content—such as RSS and Atom—wikis, moblogs and blogs have enabled ordinary people to gain the power of publishing. Blogs and wikis could be a natural way for librarians and libraries to reach out to their communities—and perhaps more importantly, hear back from them.
Tim Berners-Lee, father of the Web, might have been the first blogger in 1992 when he posted a “What’s New” page that had hot links to other pages.21 Since then, over 4 million blogs have been created, according to the Perseus Blog Survey (http://www.perseus.com/blogsurvey/thebloggingiceberg.html). “Rather than spawning a million micropublishing empires, weblogs are becoming a vast and diffuse cocktail party, where most address not ‘the masses’ but a small circle of readers, usually friends and colleagues. This is mass amateurization, and it points to a world where participating in the conversation is its own reward.”22

Blogads, a Web ad network, recently surveyed 17,159 blog readers (http://www.emarketer.com/Article.aspx?1002860). “Far from being young kids with little money in their pockets and lots of time on their hands, the survey found that blog readers are older and richer than many people suppose. Exactly 61 percent of the blog readers that responded to the survey are over the age of 30, and 75 percent make more than $45,000 a year. In fact, nearly 30 percent of the respondents are between the ages of 31 and 40, and over 37 percent spanned the ages of 41 to 60. And nearly 40 percent have a household income of $90,000 or higher.”

As Henry Copeland, author of the report and CEO of Blogads, summed up: “86 percent say that blogs are either useful or extremely useful as sources of news or opinion. 80 percent say they read blogs for news they can’t find elsewhere. 78 percent read because the perspective is better. 66% value the faster news. 61 percent say that blogs are more honest.”

As information is increasingly integrated into workflow, the distinction between the medium and the message becomes even more blurred. “The future of libraries is being shaped today by emerging technology that is transforming the way information is created and disseminated... More and more, users want granular pieces of information and data, at the moment of need, in the right format... The mantra will be: ‘Everything, everywhere, when I want it, the way I want it.’”23

It is clear that librarians, as experts in providing context for storehouses of traditional content, need to find ways to fit into a world where content and the channels to distribute it are ubiquitous.

The new vocabulary

**Blog:** “A Web page consisting of frequently updated, chronological entries on a particular topic.” The word is the shortened version of “weblog.” (http://www.wordspy.com/)

**Blogosphere:** “The collection of all bloggers, blog sites, blog readers and blog text.” (http://www.wordspy.com/)

**Blogroll:** A listing of Web sites that often appear as links on weblogs. This list of links is used to relate the site owner’s interest in or affiliation with other bloggers. Blogrolling is a brand name converted to everyday usage, much like Google or Kleenex. (http://www.blogrolling.com/)

**Dayparting:** The practice of creating different newspaper content for different parts of the day, for different audiences. Some online versions of print newspapers

“Blogging will play an increasing role in knowledge sharing...”

“61 percent of the blog readers that responded to the survey are over the age of 30, and 75 percent make more than $45,000 a year.”
Digital Swarming: The use of text messaging and mobile phones/PDAs to notify people of a hot event. Search Google for this term and you'll find a story about poor Prince William being digitally swarmed every time he tries to go out. Young women track him and send messages to friends. By the time he arrives at a pub, for example, a horde of Willie Watchers is waiting.

Fleshmet: An old but revived term. Fleshmet is the past tense of fleshmeet, which means to meet a person in the flesh rather than virtually. As in “Have we fleshmet?” Gartner predicts that by 2012, “70 percent of the populations of developed countries will spend 10 times longer per day interacting with people in the e-world than in the physical one.” (“New Technologies Will Change the Way We Manage Information,” Research Note, 12 December 2003)

Moblogs: “Moblog” is a contraction of mobile and weblog. A mobile weblog, or moblog, consists of content posted to the Internet from a mobile device, such as a cellular phone or PDA. Much of the earliest development of moblogs occurred in Japan, among the first countries in the world to have mobile phones with built-in cameras.” (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Moblog)

Payload: This is not a new term. The use is new. Payload refers to things carried as part of a task or mission. No doubt you’ve heard NASA use the term to refer to “payload” for space flights. Payload also refers to content carried by digital tasks—order forms, for example. But, what seemed new to us was the use of the term to refer to attachments to e-mail.

Smartphone: An all-in-one device that combines the flexibility and functionality of a hand-held computer with the communications ability of a mobile phone. Functionality may include Web browsing, wireless e-mail, fax, camera, scheduling software and the ability to read PDF and Word documents. An example is the Handspring Treo™.

Snam and Spim: We know that Spam is unwanted e-mail. Snam and Spim are mutated spam. Snam is unwanted e-mail generated by social networking (e.g., Friendster, Orkut) activities. A simple, older example of snam is the e-mail you get from a friend of the “send this to 12 people you know or bad luck will follow” variety. Spim is spam and snam received via instant messaging.

Wikis: A wiki is a “group blog” that allows a group of people to build, edit and modify a Web site with no programming or HTML knowledge. Because it doesn’t require technical expertise, all users of the wiki have equal ability to maintain and edit the site. Wikis are a collaborative space for projects involving participants who need not be geographically close.
Popular materials

While there have been no major trend changes since our 2003 format report with regard to production, consumer consumption continues to shift from print to all things digital. *Reading At Risk,* an NEA report released in July 2004, merely “documents and quantifies a huge cultural transformation...a massive shift toward electronic media for entertainment and information.” (Dana Gioia, NEA Chairman, quoted in *The Washington Post* July 9, 2004 p. CO2) But with publication of 175,000 new print titles in the U.S. in 2003, it’s clear that print won’t disappear anytime soon.

In the U.S., 23 million fewer new print books were sold in 2003 than in 2002. According to a Book Industry Study Group report, the 2003 figures show a continued trend of increasing production and declining demand. The magazine industry finished 2003 with a loss. Unit sales dropped from about 2.2 billion copies in 1992 to 1.5 billion in 2002, according to Harrington Associates, a

“The really broad implication for e-books is the path into the classroom.”
newsstand consulting business.26

The good news is “that eBooks are the fastest growing segment of the publishing industry. In the first quarter of 2004, eBook sales increased 46 percent to 421,955 units compared with 288,400 in the first quarter of 2003.”27 “Thanks to the spread of MP3 players, digital audio books are beginning to sell.”28

E-book adoption is on the rise in Asia. China and Japan are “rolling out e-book products to their huge base of mobile phone users...”29 unhampered by copyright limitations.

A January 2004 search of Ulrich’s revealed that there are about 183,000 active serial titles. Just under 20 percent of those magazine titles are available digitally, but a recent study found that among the 25 large public libraries surveyed, over 64 percent of their titles were available electronically.30 This suggests public libraries are selecting journals that can be delivered digitally.

A study by the Newspaper Association of America found the teens surveyed thought the teens depicted reading print newspapers were “nerdy.”31 The study goes on to suggest that newspapers need to develop digital versions that are not mirrors of the print versions.

Online video companies like Netflix, Warner and HBO are making DVDs by mail and pay-per-view very attractive.32 One industry expert predicts that 20 million people will have video on demand by the end of 2004. “On-demand services are the future of entertainment delivery. CDs, DVDs and any other forms of physical media will become obsolete.”33

In a BBC interview a Billboard Europe executive predicts “...in three years from now, there will be [no] physical singles available in the U.S. [...] The Internet allows consumers just to pick the one song they want.” 34

Scholarly materials

In the North American academic library environment, where budgets remain a major concern, some of the trends are less trendy than they are facts of life, having been challenges for many years.

ARL libraries’ monographic expenditures declined slightly in 2002, while spending on electronic resources accounted for 20 percent of acquisitions dollars.35 A recent study shows that almost 41 percent of the academic libraries sampled plan to “aggressively” reduce spending for print and increase expenditures for electronic resources.36

University presses in the U.S. continue to struggle. In the spring of 2004 the University of Idaho and Northeastern University announced their presses would close due to financial pressures.37 As of late summer 2004, neither press has closed although operations have been suspended at the University of Idaho Press and Northeastern University Press is looking for ways to reduce costs.38 These challenges are symptomatic of the sea change in scholarly publishing.39 Although monographs remain an important venue for scholars in some disciplines, print-on-
demand and e-books may prove to be the salvation of publication. In 2003, 12,000 titles were published by U.S. university presses. Given the very modest increases in production between 1993 and 2003, it’s unlikely that traditional print university press publications will increase much beyond the 2003 total. As more academics publish on the open Web, in open access repositories and under Creative Commons licenses, the infrastructure of scholarly publishing will continue to change, and scholarship will find new distribution channels.

A search of Ulrich’s in April 2004 yielded a count of about 44,000 active scholarly journals, with about 21,000 active refereed scholarly journals, 15,000 active scholarly e-journals and 11,000 refereed, scholarly e-journals. Carol Tenopir, professor at the School of Information Studies at the University of Tennessee, notes that although “these numbers are a moving target,” she can say “with confidence that as of the end of 2003 there [were] just under 50,000 scholarly journals and somewhere between one-third and just over one-half of them are in digital form.”

While it’s not known how much total scholarly output will increase in the next few years, a recent National Science Foundation report, Knowledge Lost in Information, argues that “digital resources” could easily double research output in the next decade. OAIster, University of Michigan’s OAI harvester that is currently harvesting from about 80 e-print repositories, shows that text items (mostly e-prints) increased 41 percent from 2002 to 2003.

A Johns Hopkins Scholarly Communications Group study (http://openaccess.jhu.edu/threats.cfm) estimates that by 2015 ARL libraries’ costs to support their current subscriptions could total as much as $1.96 billion per year, with “individual libraries paying nearly $16 million each year just to maintain journal collections at current levels.” One thing is certain: libraries’ methods of collecting and
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Click on the bars in the graph for related research data. The darker bars represent activity in 2003–2004. The lighter bars represent our projections of activity for 2009. References for sources may be found in Notes.
disseminating scholarly output will be different in five years.

EDUCAUSE reports that “more than 70 percent of institutions expect to increase the number of e-learning course offerings in the next year.” However, there’s stiff competition for students. A for-profit e-learning company, Corinthian Colleges’ total student population rose to 66,239 by March 31, 2004, an increase of 52.7 percent compared with 43,387 students on March 31, 2003.

There is an increase in activities supporting a coordinated management and disclosure of digital assets of institutions—learning objects, data sets, e-prints, theses, dissertations and so on in digital, institutional repositories. Over 50,000 electronic theses and dissertations (ETDs) have been gathered into the Networked Digital Library of Theses and Dissertations (NDLTD)(www.ndltd.org/), more than double the count last year, and probably over 100,000 ETDs now exist worldwide.

The content “behaviors” of young people—both students and faculty—have changed a great deal, and the institutions supporting their research and learning for the most part have not changed to accommodate the newer members of this community. Some have.

Cornell University’s Internet-First University Press will use DSpace to let scholars download a book or article for free. For a fee, the press will print and bind the book or article on demand. The press will also offer videos—free, low-quality streaming or DVDs for purchase.

Yale, Duke, Wake Forest and the University of Colorado at Boulder are testing a pilot service from Cflix, that allows students to download locally stored film clips. According to Charles Powell, Yale’s director of academic media and technology, students can “bypass trips to screening rooms or library reserves.”

Finally, one of the most interesting developments was the July 2004 announcement that Duke University will provide Apple iPods to each of its 1,650 incoming freshmen. According to Wired News, the school plans to preload the digital music players with orientation information, academic schedules—even the Duke fight song—and will make lectures, audio books and other class-related content available from a Web site modeled after Apple’s iTunes music store. The school expects additional ideas for the technology integration to come from faculty, students and the library.

“If OA (open access) works, we can expect library budgets to be smaller, not larger…”

David Goodman, liblicense-l, March 2, 2004
Historically, libraries have been the unparalleled collectors of content, and for many reasons: their mandate to protect collections that reflect local communities; the necessity of a single place to find and obtain information; and because, frankly, no one did it better. Today, however, none of these statements is exclusively true. The “just-in-case” community collection is no longer adequate and consumers of content expect a great deal more personalization and dynamism in their content experiences.

Library content was, and still is, the gold standard: the best content money can buy on behalf of an identifiable audience. But it is no longer enough to present a warehouse of content and expect community members to create their own personalized meaningful context, post hoc, out of the raw materials. Others in the content market have read the oracle’s tea leaves and so provide syndicated and scoped content with personalization features that make perhaps inferior content very attractive to an ever more demanding, format-agnostic information producer and consumer.

What seems clear is that libraries should move beyond the role of collector and organizer of content, print and digital, to one that establishes the authenticity and provenance of content and provides the imprimatur of quality in an information-rich but context-poor world. The challenge is how to do this. The best way to adapt is to understand what’s forcing the change.

Research suggests that end users see the most important role for their libraries as making content available in the user’s digital workspace, regardless of what devices are in that space. The networked ambient environment will support “tasks…on the appropriate computing devices and will be available anywhere, anytime. The sources of information and tools will be abstracted, much as the power plants that provide electricity and the reservoirs that provide water are invisible to the consumer. Web Services, XML and WiFi and other such technologies form the foundation for this virtualized environment. While it is not yet clear how this marriage of technology and content will play out, it is clear that those that have not moved to XML and Web Services will be locked out of a key channel of distribution. XML and Web Services are not options—they are imperative.”

The “library’s role as archive or steward of information goods is being transformed as a collaborator and, potentially, a catalyst within interest-based communities.”

We are at a crossroads. Technology and culture have come together to foster a transformation in the world of content. This new world is abundant and unstructured, but contextual mechanisms for navigating and synthesizing the information commons are scarce, even in—perhaps especially in—libraries. “We are drowning in information but are starving for knowledge. Information is only useful when it can be located and synthesized into knowledge.”
In the past, much formal information seeking was done within the confines of the library building, and librarians had the opportunity to assist in the location and synthesizing of information into knowledge. In a society where information and content are wherever there is an Internet-accessible device, the information seeker is self-sufficient, navigating and making choices with no expert guides. The search engines that dominate the Web now—Google, Yahoo! Search—seem miraculous in that they can locate thousands of relevant items out of millions, but each searcher must determine relevance by examining each retrieved Web entity. It’s not unlike asking a library user to examine each book, each article, each government publication that contains the words “HIV AIDS” to find the few that satisfy the knowledge need.

What is needed is context. We no longer lack content but we do lack context. There are plenty of efforts being made to address this gap by companies that see the need and, quite rightly, we predict, see the context challenge as the next ‘big thing.’ A contextual search tool might work like an invisible librarian, searching the Web and bringing back, in real time, news, book and article links, relevant Web sites, and any documents and e-mails related to the topic on the searcher’s computing devices.

“WebBrain lets you search the Web visually, so you can explore a dynamic picture of related information.”

WebBrain™ is one of several companies presenting content in context, grouped by topic or category.

* Representation of a search for “HIV AIDS” similar to results from WebBrain™, www.webbrain.com
Content in context: synthesizing content into knowledge

The static depiction of a dynamic search page below illustrates how a visual search tool contextualizes Web documents and links a user to related information and content. Here, just as a Google™ window for search engine results might link to relevant Web pages and an Amazon.com® window could lead a user to retail books and videos, so might a WorldCat® window link to an array of library-owned content on the desired subject.

View the interactive version at:
www.oclc.com/reports/2004contextdemo.htm

* From Amazon and Google searches for HIV AIDS resources, conducted July 19, 2004.
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